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Abstract 
New enhanced power/ground mesh structure is presented for voltage drop 
(IR drop) reduction on power distribution network in integrated circuits 
(ICs). The new structure focuses on the length of the overall power/ground 
mesh wire pattern, reducing it by using a complex dotted line wire pattern 
instead of the usual mesh straps, which brings to wire length reduction on 
almost 40%, while via count on changed metal layer remained the same. 
Measurements of the voltage drop prove that with proposed mesh structure 
IR drop reduced about 76% for power net compared to standard mesh struc-
ture but runtime for mesh creation is increased due to more complex pat-
terns. Proposed structure can be used in advanced technology nodes where IR 
drop phenomenon has become critical for performance of the ICs. 
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1. Introduction 

The current pace of technology progress in the field of ICs brings new challenges 
in design and verification processes. With the shrink of technology node, in ad-
dition to the appearance of new problems, the old, already well-known pheno-
mena, are beginning to have more and more significance in correct IC opera-
tion. In this paper, the phenomenon of voltage drop is considered. Voltage drop 
called IR drop is a process, when voltage from source moves to the load through 
mesh, created from metal wires, with some losses. IR drop impacts on circuit 
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performance, which is a major parameter in IC market today. Customers have 
also tightened IR drop requirements to limit a drop of no more than 1% - 4% of 
the supply voltage. 

Many works are focusing on IR drop problem and ways to perform fast ana-
lyzes and prediction of drop value [1] [2] [3], but this work is focused on chang-
ing power grid to improve IR drop. Papers [4] [5] are focused on placement and 
post-routing optimization for IR drop reduction. The work [6] describes di-
agonal routing in power/ground mesh, but nowadays IC design engineers com-
monly use orthogonal power/ground net routing. IR drop value depends on 
overall resistance of the power distribution network and flowing current through 
it. Resistance depends linearly on wire length, so we created new power/ground 
mesh pattern with orthogonal routing and reduced wire length. The other goal of 
this study is not to change the connections (vias) count of power/ground mesh. 

2. Standard Structure Implementation 

For this study, test case was created. First iteration, as described above, is done 
with commonly used mesh structure shown in Figure 1, which is created with 
Metal 5 and Metal 6 metal layers. Orthogonal structure is used in order to re-
duce parasitic cap between metal wires, which could lead to bigger voltage drop 
values. Vertical and horizontal straps are connected to the power ring of the 
chip. Metal 6 is connected to Metal 5 through vias. Metal 1 - Metal 4 layers are 
used for signal and clock routing. 

Main parameters for mesh creation are metal width (w), spacing (s) and pitch 
(p). Wire pitch parameter shows the distance between the axes of the two metal 
wires. Spacing is a distance between the edges of the two wires. 

Standard mesh created with parameters described in Table 1. 
After standard mesh implementation results were collected which are neces-

sary for comparison with newly proposed method. Their values are demonstrat-
ed in Table 2. 

3. Proposed Structure 

A novel method of power and ground mesh structure is proposed and shown in 
Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 1. Standard orthogonal structure. (a) 3d view; (b) Top view. 
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Table 1. Mesh wiring parameters. 

Parameter 
Layer 

Metal 5 Metal 6 

Pitch (p) 9 um 9 um 

Spasing (s) 4.5 um 4.5 um 

Width (w) 2 um 2 um 

 
Table 2. Standard mesh reports. 

Report 
Layer 

Metal 5 Metal 6 

Metal shape count 231 248 

Via count 17,934 

Wire length 166,604.100 um 161,896.440 um 

 

 
Figure 2. Proposed structure. (a) 3d view; (b) Top view. 

 
The idea is to trim one of the upper layer metals between every second pair of 

power and ground nets, so it will look like a dashed line both for power and 
ground buses. Described action will lead to wire length reduction. IR drop value 
depends on resistance of wire mesh, so by reducing its total wire length we can 
reduce total resistance. Another advantage of proposed structure is keeping via 
count the same in mesh, so there is no loss in connection count. 

Experimental results demonstrated in below chapter prove that created struc-
ture reduces length of wires in power distribution network, which brings to IR 
drop reduction. 

4. Experimental Results 

As described above, new mesh structure was implemented, and general parame-
ters (pitch, width, spasing) were kept the same for similar IR drop analyzes. Af-
ter the implementation routing reports were collected for analyzes and compar-
ison in Table 3 and Table 4. 

Metal shapes count significantly increased on layer Metal 6 due to cut of usual 
straps. Comparison of routing reports shows, that total wire length on Metal 5 
and Metal 6 layers decreased by almost 40%. Via count remained the same. 

To prove the effectiveness of proposed power and ground mesh structure IR 
drop analyzes were done. Results were collected for comparison with standard  
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Table 3. Standard mesh reports. 

Report 
Layer 

Metal 5 Metal 6 

Metal shape count 231 248 

Via count 17,934 

Wire length 166,604.100 um 166,604.100 um 

 
Table 4. Standard mesh reports. 

Report Layer name Standard structure Proposed structure 

Wire length 
Metal 5 166,604.100 um 166,604.100 um 

Metal 6 161,896.440 um 98,815.120 um 

Via count VIA56 17,934 17,934 

 
Table 5. IR drop comparison. 

Supply net Ideal voltage [v] 
Standard mesh drop 

voltage [v] 
Proposed mesh drop 

voltage [v] 

VDD (Power) 0.99 6.7e−05 1.6e−05 

VSS (Ground) 0 7.8e−05 3.2e−05 

 
structure to show the improvement. For this test, supply voltage is 0.99 V and 
test temperature is 125˚C with fast-fast transistor technology process. Power and 
ground wires are named VDD and VSS correspondingly in test design. Red-
Hawk tool for IR drop value calculation used to test the effectiveness of pro-
posed structure. 

For correct understanding of the changes, a numerical analysis of both stan-
dard and new mesh structures was performed, which is shown in the Table 5. 

Based on tool calculation we can prove, that proposed structure brings huge 
reduction of IR drop. 

5. Conclusion 

Observed experimental results proved the effectiveness of proposed power and 
ground mesh structure. Worst value decreased about 76% on power net and 
about 60% on ground net based on tool calculations, without loss of any via 
connection with expected losses in runtime, due to more complex mesh archi-
tecture. Proposed mesh can be used in designs where influence of IR drop phe-
nomenon is critical. 
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